HEPA Certified Wet/Dry Vacuum
Item# PF55HM

THE PF55HM IS PERFECT FOR DEBRIS RECOVERY WHERE CRITICAL FILTRATION IS REQUIRED.

• Optional Wet Adapter (Item # PFHMW) protects HEPA filter during wet recovery
• Individually-certified HEPA filter for sensitive recovery applications
• 1.6 hp vacuum motor provides 114 CFM and 100” of waterlift for maximum performance
• Large 20 gallon capacity for increased productivity
• “Tip and Pour” tank design for easy debris disposal
• 18 gauge stainless steel tank resists dents and corrosion
• Comes complete with 10’ hose, two-piece wand, hard floor tool, squeegee tool, crevice and dusting tool
• 5 year tank, 1 year motor and parts warranty
### PF55HM + PF55HMW (WET USE ADAPTER)

**Description**
Commercial HEPA wet/dry vacuum

**Tank**
20 gallons, 18 gauge non-corrosive stainless steel

**Dry Debris Capacity**
.77 cubic feet

**Vacuum Motor**
1.6 hp, 2-stage commercial duty

**CFM**
114

**Static Waterlift**
100"

**Filter Rating**
Certified HEPA filters down to .3 microns at 99.97% efficiency

**Wet Use Adapter**
Item # PFHMW (must be installed for wet debris recovery)

**Noise Level**
77 dBA at 8 ft.

**Wheels, Rear**
2 - 10" non-marking

**Casters, Front**
2 - 3.5" swivel

**Power Cord**
25'

**Weight**
60 lbs.

**Warranty**
5 year - tank, 1 year motor, parts and workmanship

---

**Powr-Flite’s PF55HM HEPA Wet/Dry Vacuum** is perfect for wet or dry debris recovery applications where critical filtration is a must. The PF55HM features 3-stage filtration, utilizing a paper filter recovery bag, a hybrid paper/cloth pre-filter and an individually-certified HEPA filter. The individually-certified HEPA filter is 99.97% efficient in filtering particles down to .3 microns, ensuring the exhaust air is clean and free of hazardous airborne pollutants. The optional Wet Adapter must be added to protect the HEPA filter during wet recovery. The 18 gauge stainless steel tank is corrosion resistant and features a tip and pour design for easy debris disposal. The PF55HM includes a complete accessory tool kit.